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Do you have learners who could work on the CVCe long model? These free Magic e activity pages, an example of the Level 2 pages in my Magic e activity pack, can be a great help! This post contains affiliate links. The free download can be found towards the FIN of this post. Search and click the teal download button.
Free activity pages Magic e These pages are shaped exactly the same as my Alphabet activity pages and short vowel activity pages. They get children reading, analyzing, dyeing, and spelling these sometimes delicate long vowels, magic e 'sometimes called silent or e sneaky words. You can make them as interactive as
you like, with dot paint markers, transparent counters, power magnets. Or just use coloring tools and a pencil. Anyway, learners get in a lot of practice CVCe! Even big kids as an excuse to use point markers from time to time, right? This section of the magic e activity page asks learners to read the words and analyze
those that are/are not long a word. I deliberately threw in some oddball words, like have, that has a short sound for a different reason. After the color of the children in the pictures, they follow the shape of the words to spell each long vowel word. When it's over, it might look like this. Note: There is a answer key for each
page of my Magic e activity pack. Just a little bit of Phonics Trivia: Did you know that a silent e on the end of the word has several different roles? Read here to see more silent e roles in words and download another freebie! Read more HERE or find them on teachers pay teachers! Enjoy! Becky Add a silent e to each
short vowel word to make a new word with a long vowel sound. Write the missing letter for each word. Then say the word. Write the word CVCe that names each image. Use these CVC words as clues. Fill the missing letter in each word. Add a silent e to each word to create a new long vowel word. Write the new word in
the right column. Fill the void with the correct silent word e. Use the words CVC as clues. Find a silent word along. Write them down on the line. Choose the best word CVCe to complete each sentence. Add a silent e to each word to create a new long vowel word. Write the new word in the right column. Then use the
words you've created to complete the sentences below. Include the name of each image in the first column. Write the word. Add e to the word you wrote to create a new word. Use the images as clues. Now add an e at the end of each CVC word you've filled out to form a long vowel, silent word e. Add a silent e to each
word to create a new long word. Write the new word in the right column. Then use the words you've created to complete the sentences below. Add an E to change each CVC word into a new word. Write the new word on the line. Fill the first consonant for each medium sound, end consonant, and silent silent Say the
name of each image. Write the word. Then change the first letter of the word to make new words long o. Take these free, printable CVCe spreadsheets (magic e) to your phonetic resources for your class. These pages include images to help students match words with meaning. If you are looking to help your own child
and new to phonetic education, this is a good place to start. For those who are just getting started, the words CVCe are words that have a consonant, vowel, consonant, then a silent e. It will be simple, a syllable word with a long vowel sound. These words are also called Bossy e words or words with a silent e.Practice
with CVCe WordsRegarder for a way to practice these magic words e before using paper and pencil? Encourage your children to hunt for words in the room. At a class meeting, work on making a list of all the CVThis words or objects you can find around the classroom. This can also be done at home! At your next Zoom
meeting, play a Zoom Around the Room game where you ask each child to find an object that is a CVCe or a magic word. Another idea is to give a child a CVC word, ask him if adding an e at the end makes a new word. For example, you could say no, the child would add an e at the end and say note. Tub can have an
added e and become a tube. Cub can become a cube. About These CVThis spreadsheet contains 20 pages where students will work on completing CVCe words with the missing long vowel sound. These pages can be part of your kindergarten, first year or even second year work practice. It is always important to ensure
that the work you provide to your students is a relevant and relevant practice. You want to make your students think without bringing frustration. When creating these pages, my goal was to provide you with pages that will engage students. Most pages include mazes or other small activities to add some fun for the kids.
The engagement room can be especially useful during a distance learning period! Parents will appreciate the little more these pages provide. You can download this free set of CVCe spreadsheets here:Practice PagesLooking for other magical resources e? Try these: Thanks to Hidesy's Clip art, Marcelle Mariani and
Educlips for the clipart used in creating these resources. I will continue to add new free resources for teachers to this site. If you have specific requests, please let me know! Thank you for visiting All resources provided are free for the classroom and home use. Resources cannot be sold or modified and sold. Please send
me a message if you have any questions. Mini-Book: Let's Bake a CakeThis mini-book is titled, Let's Bake a Cake! Students can color and assemble the mini-book. Then they can read the story. Silent-E words in this story include: cake, take, bake, Mike, store, time, nose, face, smile, and very well. Kindergarten 2nd
category This word wheel has ore view words. Students read more words, torn, store, wore, and score. Kindergarten and Grade 1 Let's Make Words (Word Circles)More Phonics WorksheetsWe have worksheets for many phonetic topics, including consonant sounds, vowel sounds, initial consonants, CVC words, and
more. Phonics Mini-BooksWe have dozens of phonetic mini-books for early readers. Color and assemble the book. So read the story. 1st Reading Understanding This page contains fictional stories, non-fiction articles and poems for first-year students. Each passage has reading comprehension questions. Dolch Sight
WordsThis page has activities to use with the words Dolch Sight. Activities include bingo games, flashcards and worksheets. Build-a-SentenceCreate basic sentences of three, four and five words with these simple cutting and glue projects. Kindergarten Worksheets This index page can connect you to parts of our site
with kindergarten learning centers, games, worksheets and activities. Examples of images for ESilent spreadsheets This engaging resource not only has an active commitment to phonetics/phonic consciousness, it has directions to follow directions and color the images on each page, so that your students will be very
familiar with position words and color words. Sign up for my NEWSLETTER and get a free Phonetic ResoSubjects:Grades:Types:CCSS:RF.2.3a, RF.2.3, RF.1.3c, RF.1.3b, RF.1.3b, RF.1.3b, RF.1.3a... Also included in: Phonics Worksheets Bundle Distance LearningCVCe Worksheets and activities BUNDLEby This
CVCe worksheets and activities pack is filled with several varied ways for your students to practice their long vowel sounds A, I, O and U. Students will enjoy learning these dumb words through writing, sorting, creating sentences and more. This pack is a package of each of my CVCe workshThis package will help your
students practice and learn a long time one with a silent e sound. The worksheets, writing chamber cards, and writing mats included in this package can be used for small group intervention, literacy center ideas, independent practice, or homework. Click here to buy this package in Draw a Word CVCe Worksheetsby
Draw a Word - CVCe EditionContains 20 no prep CVCe worksheets perfect for morning work, literacy stations, or directed drawing lessons. The pages included simple vowels for each vowel sound as well as the practice of the mixed vowel. Contains words from long word families A: Ake, Ake, Ane, Monkey, CVCe
Worksheets - Long U FREE Silent E Activitiesby This CVCe FREEV spreadsheet resource is filled with many different ways for your students to practice the Long U vowel sound. Students will enjoy learning these words by writing, sorting, creating sentences and more!!!. Included in this Long Package This will help your
students practice and learn long o with a silent sound. Spreadsheets, write the maps of the room, and the mats included in this package can be used for small group intervention, ideas from literacy centres, independent practice or homework. Click here to buy this package in this package will help your students practice
and learn along u with a silent e sound. The worksheets, writing chamber cards, and writing mats included in this package can be used for small group intervention, literacy center ideas, independent practice, or homework. Click here to buy this package in a spreadsheet aLong Vowel I - CVCE Spreadsheets and
Activitiesby This package of worksheets and activities will help your students practice and learn long I with a silent sound. The worksheets, writing chamber cards, and writing mats included in this package can be used for small group intervention, literacy center ideas, independent practice, or homework. Click this
package cut and paste spreadsheets for long vowels Word Spells. For each word sort CVCE, two sheets are included: On sheet 1, students cut, sort and paste the words CVCe in the correct house. On sheet 2, they practice writing their words. Click here to see CVC Word Sort.CVCe Word Spells includCVCe Worksheets
- Long A - Silent E Activitiesby This cvce spreadsheet resource is filled with many different ways for your students to practice long A vowel sound. Students will enjoy learning these words by writing, sorting, creating sentences and more. Included in the Long A CVCe pack:- 1 writing/tagging page-2 cut and sticking
labelling /creatiAres looking for an engaging way to help your students practice the words CVCe? Kids will love using these NO PREP CVCe worksheets to practice a, i, o and you words for a long time. Your students will look at the image, say the name, write the letters of the word in the boxes and cut and paste
thSubjects:Grades:Types:CCSS:RF.2.3, RF.1.3, RF.1.2, RF. K.3, RF. K.2Also included in: CVCe Words Worksheets BUNDLEThis package includes 64 spreadsheets for students to learn and practice CVCE Words. The following activities are included for each vowel (a, i, o, and you:Trace and write the word. Color the
correct word: Students look at the image and color the correct word. Cut and paste the word with the picture: CVCe Worksheets - Long O - Silent E Activitiesby This resource cvce spreadsheet is filled with several different ways for your students to practice the Long O vowel sound. Students will enjoy learning these
words by writing, sorting, creating sentences and more. Included in the Long A pack 1 write/label page- 2 Cut and paste labelling /creatinRhyming CVCe Distance Spreadshese Learningby Rhyming Cut and Paste Interactive Activity! - CVCe Words, Common Core Aligned (LONG VOWELS) This interactive package is a
fun and easy way to learn, say and write rhyming words, such as the door - mouse, note and dune. Children will learn to recognize and write CVCe words. It would be a grPage 2 2 2
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